Join the CAPS Study
(Chicago Alternate Prevention Study)
Partner with the University of Chicago medical team on a study designed for women at high risk for breast cancer!

Meet Your Team

Olufunmilayo Olopade, MBBS
Cancer Oncologist

Deepa Sheth, MD
Cancer Radiologist

Yasmin Asvat, PhD
Clinical Psychologist

Iris Romero, MD
Obstetrician and Gynecologist

Is this you?
- Known genetic mutation for breast cancer
- Extensive family history of breast cancer
- Dense breasts
Chicago Alternate Prevention Study (CAPS) is looking at how to personalize breast cancer prevention in women who are at high risk using the latest magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) techniques.

**Research-driven:**
Team up with UChicago medical researchers to investigate the best MRI technique.

**Responsible:**
Your health and safety is our top priority. Results from this study will impact all women at high risk for breast cancer.

For more information, please contact our High Risk Clinic Coordinator:

- **Email** caps@uchospitals.edu
- **Call** 773-702-1973